ASA Working Group on Harassment Takes First Steps
ASA's Council-appointed Working Group on Harassment has been engaged in a wide range of activities to ensure that our Annual Meeting is safe and comfortable for all, and that our professional spaces more broadly are free of harassment. They are working to raise awareness of this issue through 2018 Annual Meeting workshops, including one on bystander intervention, and a series of articles for Footnotes that will appear over the next few issues. They have also developed a new Annual Meeting anti-harassment policy, which all registrants must agree to follow. The group is considering a number of other ways to sustain an ongoing, concerted effort to prevent and respond to harassment. Click here to learn about the Working Group's activities.

Help Ensure an Accurate 2020 Census
The Trump Administration has decided to add a citizenship question to the 2020 Census, which will fundamentally compromise the integrity of the census. With little time left before the 2020 launch, a new question can no longer be subject to standard rigorous testing. In fact, field testing for Census 2020 is already underway. In addition, including a citizenship question is likely to keep some people from responding to the questionnaire and others from responding truthfully. Congress has the power to stop this. Click here to urge your Members of Congress to remove the citizenship question.

March for Science This Saturday
The March for Science is a public celebration of science and a reminder of the important role evidence-based research plays in informing public policy. Join your fellow sociologists Saturday for the 2018 March for Science. The primary event will take place in Washington, DC, and there will be at least 230 satellite events. To find the event closest to you, click here. If you participate anywhere in the world, please use the hashtag #March4Sociology and tag the ASA in your social media posts so we can share them. We are also providing signs that can be downloaded and printed.

2018 ASA Election Opens Soon
The ASA election will open on Thursday, April 26, and close on Friday, June 1, at 5 p.m. Ballots will be sent out via e-mail from "Sociological.ballot@intelliscaninc.net." Please add this e-mail address to the permitted senders list on your spam filter to ensure timely delivery of your ballot. Regular, student, retired and life members are eligible to vote in ASA-wide elections and in the elections for the sections in which they have membership. Members in the associate and high school teacher categories are eligible to vote only for their section elections. If you have any questions regarding the election, please contact Mark Fernando (mfernando@asanet.org). To see the ballot for the ASA election and for additional information, please visit www.asanet.org/election.
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**Online Program.** The Annual Meeting program is available online. Please send any changes to session listings to ASA Meeting Services (meetings@asanet.org) by June 1 for inclusion in the printed program. Changes received after June 1 will only appear in the online program and program app.

**Program Participant Registration Requirement.** Program participants are required to register for the Annual Meeting. A program participant is anyone who serves as a presenting author, presider, discussant, panelist, critic, workshop leader, discussion leader, table presider, or any other type of presenter or coordinator on any program session. Register now.

**Access for All.** ASA is committed to making the Annual Meeting accessible to all. ASA will make arrangements for sign-language interpreters, sighted guides, and other communication tools for meeting registrants. Please use the "Accessibility Services" portion of the registration form to identify your needs. Meeting Services will contact you to discuss options. You may also e-mail ASA Meeting Services (meetings@asanet.org) directly. Requests must be received by July 1, 2018. Attendees who do not make advance arrangements for services or equipment may inquire at the ASA Information Desk onsite. Every reasonable effort will be made to assist attendees onsite. Learn more on the Accessibility web page.

---

**For Members Only**

**Save on the New Contexts Reader**
ASA members receive a 25% discount on the new edition of *The Contexts Reader*, co-published by ASA and W.W. Norton & Company. The 500-page Reader reproduces 67 complete articles from the magazine, features more than 75 photos from the original essays, and includes new study questions at the end of every reading. To order a copy at the member rate of $42.19, call (800) 233-4830, press 1 to reach the order department and mention that you are a current ASA member. Shipping and tax where applicable will be charged to your order.

---

**New in the ASA Bookstore**

**Preorder Your Copy of the 2018 Guide to Graduate Departments of Sociology**
The 2018 *Guide to Graduate Departments of Sociology* is now available in the ASA bookstore for preorder. Bookstore orders (and those previously ordered by members as part of their membership application or renewal) will be shipped by the end of April. TheÂª GuideÂ can be used by a wide range of constituents for a variety of purposes--from graduate students considering job prospects to faculty advising undergraduates about graduate programs. This edition includes 199 graduate department. Order your copy today (396 pages. $34 ASA members, $24 student members, $54 non-members; standard shipping is included in the price).

---

**Hot Off the Press: Journal Highlights**
- *The Mark of a Woman's Record: Gender and Academic Performance in Hiring*
by Natasha Quadlin (American Sociological Review, April 2018)

- After Charlottesville, Essays by Wanda Rushing, Victor Ray, Dawn M. Dow, James M. Thomas, Milton Vickerman, and Eduardo Bonilla-Silva (Contexts, Winter 2018; issue free online through May 3)
- Journal of World-Systems Research, Volume 24, Number 1 (Winter/Spring 2018)
- The Love of Neuroscience: A Sociological Account by Gabriel Abend (Sociological Theory, March 2017)
- Do School Learning Opportunities Compound or Compensate for Background Inequalities? Evidence from the Case of Assignment to Effective Teachers by Paul Hanselman (Sociology of Education, April 2017)
- Separate and Unequal: The Impact of Socioeconomic Status, Segregation, and the Great Recession on Racial Disparities in Housing Values by Melvin E. Thomas, Richard Moye, Loren Henderson, and Hayward Derrick Horton (Sociology of Race and Ethnicity, April 2018)
- Stalled for Whom? Change in the Division of Particular Housework Tasks and Their Consequences for Middle- to Low-Income Couples by Daniel L. Carlson, Amanda Jayne Miller, and Sharon Sassler (Socius, April 6, 2018)
- Why Pedagogy is Painful: Teaching in Tumultuous Times by Marisela Martinez-Cola, Rocco English, Jennifer Min, Jonathan Peraza, Jamesetta Tambah, and Christina Yebuah (Teaching Sociology, April 2018)

Visit the journals homepage for centralized information on ASA journals, including mailing dates for printed issues, online journal access, manuscript submission, and to view other recently featured articles.